
  Gabriele Vinciguerra
Photographer

Location: Italy > Lombardia > Milano

Website: https://www.gabrielevinciguerra.it

Years of Experience: >10

Employment Search: Si

Internships Available: Si

Showcase description

It's hard to talk about yourself without being self-referential, something that I never liked. I did the Academy in order to acquire the skills
that allowed me to be a photographer in the true sense of the word. Photograph gives me a chance to express myself consciously from
a creative point of view. What to look for in a photo? Seeking thrills, seeking to provoke, I try the taste and style. I consider myself
creatively eclectic though I shouldn't be the one to say it, but I think my pictures speak for themselves. I love the photographic image
and that means happiness to me. I?m a positive person with good communication skills. I am highly motivated and very focused on the
costumer. I do whatever it's needed and I go wherever it's necessary in order to obtain great results. I love traveling and I'm willing to
start every kind of training that could improve my skills. Education: I'm a Journalist. I have studied photography at the Kaverdash
Academy in Milan. I have a Master in Fashion Photography. Master in Post-Production I am certified in Digital Communication Previous
working experiences: Rought Magazine, Studs War: studswar.com fashion brand that reviewed my photographic service for a fashion
line made in the occasion of S/S 2011/12 and A/W 2012 collection 2014 Studswar Korea Seul 2015 Studswar total image 2016 Festival
di Cannes /Milano in The Cage - The Movie: When sport becomes education and freedom. In the italian pavilion of Cannes Fabio
Bastianello presents the trailer of his film. In this project Gabriele Vinciguerra conducted the role of scene photographer. 2016 73*
Venice Film Festival 2016 shooting in Venice with the Stylist marta Jane Alesiani and the actress Federica Strozzi 2016 sept Fashion
week SS/17 woman Current position: I'm a freelance Fashion photographer I work part-time in L.E.N.A. at the University of Pavia, with
the role of Marketing and Communication Manager. Reviewed on: models.com,brasil male models,The Fashionisto,Modern
Destiny,One Asian World Thanks for viewing the world through my eyes ? I hope you enjoy my site and the work that I?m doing. Got
something for me? Get in touch. mail: gabriele.v@me.com
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